
What’s new?

Subject: Habits and obsessions

Function: Evaluating options

Grammar: though, even though, although, in spite of, despite

      Before you open the book …

The word globesity may be new to the students. It is a recently-coined word which combines the words global
and obesity. ‘Obese’ in medical terms means being 20% or more above your ideal weight, ‘overweight’ means
being anything up to 20% above your ideal weight. Being overweight is unhealthy, being obese is dangerous. 

The topic of the Unit is the global epidemic of obesity. This may be a sensitive issue for some of your
students, and therefore we suggest that you think about the consequences of working on this material if there
are any overweight students in the class. 

Even though it may be a sensitive issue, we felt that it was one that should be faced. Statistics suggest that,
unless things change radically in the next few years, obesity may become a bigger threat to life than illnesses
such as AIDS, malaria or cancer.

The facts speak for themselves. In the United States as an example, more than half of American adults are
overweight, approximately one third are obese. See the Background information below to see what an effect
this has on national health care.

Before you open the book, you may want to turn the following set of statistics into a gap-fill prediction
quiz. Just photocopy this section. The answers are below.

QUIZ — Weight of the world

1 The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates that the number of obese adults worldwide

jumped from (a) …...... million to (b) …...... million between 1995 and 2000. 

2 WHO also estimates that more than (a) …...... million children around the world under the age of

five are overweight.

3 Adult obesity rates average (a) …...... in the United States, 24% in Mexico, and (b) …...... in Great

Britain. The rate is still a mere 11.3% in France, but that figure has risen from (c) …...... since

2000.

4 In Greece, home of the ‘healthy Mediterranean diet’, more than (a) …...... of adults ‘are above

their ideal size,’ according to The New York Times.

5 About (a) …...... of European adults will be obese by 2030, partly because of an emerging

epidemic of obesity among children and adolescents.

6 Approximately (a) …...... of Australian children and adolescents are currently overweight or

obese.

7 In China, obesity is highest among wealthier city-dwellers, where one in every ten children is

considered (a) ….......

8 In Chile, (a) …...... of children are overweight or obese.

9 Only (a) …...... of 11-year-old English boys and 37% of girls exercise for two hours a week or

more.

10 In a National Survey of Primary and Middle Schools in Japan between 1970 and 1997, obesity in 9

year-old children increased by (a) …......%.
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Weight of the world Answers
1 (a) 200  (b) 300 2 (a) 17.5 million
3 (a) 30%  (b) 22%  4 (a) 70%
5 (a) half 6 (a) 20% 7 (a) obese
8 (a) 30% 9 (a) 45% 10 (a) 300%

More than a quarter of the people in the world (1.2 billion) are overweight. Of these,
300 million are obese.

FACT:

If you did the background test suggested above,
then the question is easily answered and the FACT

will come as no surprise. Look at the photos. Ask
students if they can give reasons for this epidemic.
Questions 2A and 2B are based on the photos.

2 PREVIEW

Words

A This exercise makes sure that students know
the exact meaning of overweight (heavier than
you want to be for comfort) and obese (heavier
than you should be for good health). 

B This is a discussion about the people in the
photos and their lifestyles. How do people get
to look like this? Is it a medical condition or
their lifestyle?

C This activity is a series of agree / disagree
statements. As we often do in this book, we
offer examples of opinions and ideas that the
students can study before offering their own.
They may not agree with any of the opinions
that we suggest, but we feel that it is useful for
them to see these models in order to help them
express themselves on this topic. Allow the
students some thinking time, and then let them
compare their answers with others.

Language

The language point of this Unit looks at the
meaning and use of the words although, even
though, though, in spite of and despite. These are the
kinds of words that can increase the sophistication
of the students’ speaking and writing, and it is
important for them to learn to use them correctly.
The structure words need to be presented before

students read the examples in the Language
section. So, how can we present them?

though, although, even though:

Technical stuff first – though, although, even though
are conjunctions. Though is probably the easiest to
present, as you can easily substitute it for but. It is
more common in spoken than in written English.
It can come in a different position – at the end of
the phrase rather than the beginning – especially in
spoken English. As you can see from these
examples, in written English, it can mean turning
one sentence into two.

• She’s doing her best to lose weight, but she finds
it very hard.

• She’s doing her best to lose weight. She finds it
very hard, though.

Once you have taught the meaning and use of
though, you can use the same example to
demonstrate the use of although.

• Although she’s doing her best to lose weight, she
finds it very hard.

This sounds more formal and is really useful in
written English. Note that in spoken English,
although at the beginning of a phrase like this is
often reduced to though.

• Though she’s doing her best to lose weight, she
finds it very hard.

You can explain this as sheer laziness on the part of
native speakers!

Even though really means the same as although.
You can make a distinction by saying that it is more
emphatic and indicates that you are surprised.

• Even though he’s only 14, he weighs more than
100 kilos!!

In spite of, despite
In spite of and despite are prepositions, not
conjunctions, and despite (!) some people trying to
suggest otherwise, they mean exactly the same
thing. Like the words above, they indicate that
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something is surprising or unexpected. But the first
difference is that these words will, like all
prepositions, be followed by a noun or a gerund. As
before, your explanatory examples can contain the
word but.

• He has tried everything to lose weight, but he
hasn’t been successful.

• Despite trying everything to lose weight, he
hasn’t been successful.

Both despite and (more commonly) in spite of are
often followed by the fact that … and a phrase.

• In spite of the fact that he has tried everything
to lose weight, he hasn’t been successful.

When you are sure that the students understand the
use and meaning of these expressions, ask them to
read the examples in the Language section, which
are as usual taken from the reading text on the
following page, and then discuss the questions with
other students.

If you want students to do more structure practice
work before they proceed, they can at this point do
the structure exercises in the Workbook section.
The target structure of this Unit doesn’t have a
direct correlation with a language function. The
functional focus, evaluating options, uses different
examples, which students will need to know in
order to do section 4 TALK ABOUT IT. You can
find the words and expressions they need in
Language Bank 20.

Ideas

Here are three more sentences from the reading text,
for the students to think about as ideas, rather than
simply for their language content. Then there are
three questions for them to discuss with their partner
or in small groups. Below is a Background
information box to help you offer some extra ideas
for the students to think about.

A How could people’s weight have an effect on
healthcare services?
B Fit US cities don’t have to deal with sultry
summers and arctic winters.

Background information

The health, economic and social consequences

of obesity are substantial. Obesity is associated

with numerous health complications which

range from non-fatal debilitating conditions

such as osteoarthritis, to life threatening

chronic diseases such as coronary heart disease,

diabetes, and certain types of cancer. The

psychological consequences of obesity can range

from low self-esteem to clinical depression.

Recent estimates suggest that up to eight per

cent of the total health care costs in Western

countries are being spent on obesity-related

problems.

Although the fittest US cities are in the West

(San Francisco, Denver, Colorado Springs),

according to the US Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention, the five states which have the

lowest rates of obesity in the country are

Colorado, Massachusetts, Vermont, Rhode Island

and Connecticut. All except Colorado are in

New England, in the North east of the country.

The five states with the highest rates of obesity

are Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Alabama and

Tennessee — all in the South east of the

country. So, is obesity simply a geographical

factor? What other factors are involved?

Factor 1: Climate

The five most obese states are too hot in the

summers and sometimes too cold in the winter

to go outside and exercise. Quite simply, it’s

easier to get out and be active if it’s nice

outside. If you live in an area that has a

temperate year-round climate, you can go for a

walk, run, bike ride or any other outdoor

2 PREVIEW Language A / B / C / D / E
Suggested answers

A Yes, the words in bold mean more or less the
same thing.

B Although and in spite of are the most formal.
C Students should say the sentences to each other

and decide which sounds the most emphatic.
D But Dallas also has plenty of junk food, including

105 doughnut shops.
E There are various ways to re-write these

sentences. These are the best balanced versions:
• Houston’s sports facilities are excellent. However,

people don’t do enough exercise and sport.
• Houston folk can’t do anything about the poor

air quality. However, they could turn off the TV
and get out to the parks.
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editor of Men’s Fitness magazine says: We don’t plan
to pick on any particular city. There is a question
about this expression in activity B.
3A The pre-reading activity asks students to predict

the content of the reading text. This should be
clear by now!

3B This is another pre-reading activity, to establish
the meaning of certain sentences.

3C Give students time to read the article in silence
(or read the Introduction for other suggestions
about how to deal with reading texts). Then
decide if you want them to write the answers to
the questions, discuss them in small groups or
discuss them in full class.

4 TALK ABOUT IT

Students have a chance to recommend ways for fat
city dwellers to get fit. To help them with this, they
are directed to Language Bank 20, where they
will find useful strategies for evaluating options.
However, remember that the activity can still be a
success even if the students don’t manage to use
many of the functional items. Try to encourage
them to come up with fitness ideas that have NOT
been mentioned already in the article, such as going
to the gymnasium. Here are some other suggestions
for ways to keep fit that you can give if the class
can’t think of any:
1 You could join a club and go mountaineering, or

sailing. 
2 Why not play a team sport, like soccer or rugby?
3 Get a dog and take it for a walk twice a day.

activity anytime you want. However, this can’t

be the whole truth — New England winters can

be very hard!

Factor 2: Urban v Rural

People who live in urban areas rely on their

own two feet for transportation as much as

they can, often simply to avoid the city traffic.

They probably use some public transport and

are used to walking or cycling several blocks to

the grocery store or bus stop, and they may not

even own a car. Those in rural areas, on the

other hand, may live miles from the nearest

store and typically have no access to public

transportation. If they are going to get

anywhere, they need to drive to get there.

Over time, the extra activity that city dwellers

gain on a daily basis gives them an edge to

avoid obesity. 

Factor 3: Attitudes towards obesity 

Opinion surveys suggest that people in certain

areas of the USA don’t think being overweight is

important (either themselves or other people).

In the south, local attitudes suggest being

overweight is not something to worry about.

This is not true in the north-east. 

3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 12, Page 51 SB

The two pictures on this page show very different
people, a muscular man and an overweight boy.
However, the muscular man is photographed in
studio conditions and lighting and make-up
accentuate his physique. So, is the photo real? And
is this what the overweight boy in the other photo
should aspire to look like? The reading text is an
authentic magazine article, which was written as a
reaction to a newspaper article which found that
Houston, Texas had once again been named the
fattest city in the USA.

It’s worth noting the use of the phrasal verb
pick on, which we normally use in the expressions
like: Stop picking on me / pick on someone your own
size. It is interesting to see it in this context – the

Key words / expressions

• climate    •humid    • junk food    

• natural resources    • statistics    • sultry   

• pick on = victimise, single out

3 READING B / C Answers
B 1 (a) 2 (a) 3 (b)
C Suggested answers 
1 Houston residents are quite defensive about the
statistics. Other cities are just as bad, they claim.
2 Residents of people at the top of the chart watch
too much TV, eat too much and don’t take enough
exercise.
3 Fit city people exercise more and watch less
TV.
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with a sauce that could be fattening. It is also
possible to make a pizza which isn’t fattening.
Students should be encouraged to bring their
prior knowledge of such things into the
discussion.

5B The second pre-listening task highlights some
of the expressions that appear in the text, plus
some others that are related thematically. The
key expressions that they need to know are go
on a diet, put on weight and feel faint with
hunger (to be so hungry that you almost lose
consciousness). Read all the questions out first
and make sure everyone knows what they
mean. Then put the class in pairs or small
groups to ask and answer them.

5C Students now listen and answer the
comprehension questions.

5D For the second listening, students have to tick
the diagram to indicate the days when specific
things happen.

5E Although this listening activity is quite light-
hearted, the fact is that people like Elaine who
eat and then starve themselves are not doing
themselves any good. The final activity offers
students the chance to discuss the situation

5 LISTEN IN CD 1 (Blue) track 11, Page 52 SB

The picture on this page may puzzle the students.
It’s of a rather uncertain-looking woman who is
sitting opposite a man whose face we can’t see.
They appear to be in a bar, and the caption says:
Elaine buys a drink for Craig.

Ask the students these questions:

1 Who are the people, what is their relationship
and where are they?
2 What has this photo got to do with the Unit
topic of globesity?

The second question may be harder to answer.
Encourage the students to be as imaginative and
inventive as possible with this, and don’t discourage
them by telling them that they are nowhere near
the right answer! Remember that the process of
trying to work out a puzzling situation like this is
valuable language practice, even if they don’t arrive
at the right answer. 

The Audio text is in the Workbook (pages
68-69). It is an audio diary spoken by Elaine, a
woman who is rather worried by her weight. She
seems to be in a state of anxiety and excitement
because there is an attractive new man in her office.
Her audio diary relates the progress of her
friendship with him – and whether her weight has
anything to do with it! She starts out by imagining
that he won’t find her attractive because she needs
to go on a diet and ends by discovering that it
makes no difference – he likes her anyway!

5A The pre-listening task lists all the food items
that on the page (and mentioned in Elaine’s
diary). Students have to say which of them are
fattening. There may be some disagreement
about the answers here! Spaghetti, for example,
is not fattening by itself, but it is often served

Key words / expressions

• ask (someone) out    • bar of chocolate    

• breakfast cereal    • enormous    • to fit   

• to go on a diet    • gorgeous    • guy    

• he will be mine    • obsessed with  

• oh dear!    • to put on (weight)    • salad    

• skinny    • things that make life worth living

• well done me!    • who cares?

5 LISTEN IN A Answers
pizza (?)  biscuits   chocolate bars   cream
spaghetti (?)  ice cream

5 LISTEN IN C Suggested answers
1 Because there’s a new man in her office.
2 He’s gorgeous!
3 Her diet is unlikely to be successful.
4 She decides to abandon her diet.
5 Students’ own answers

5 LISTEN IN D Answers
1 Elaine eats too much on Monday.
2 Elaine eats chocolate on Monday (chocolate

cake), Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
(chocolate biscuit), Saturday (possibly).

3 Elaine finds she has put on a kilo on Thursday.
4 Elaine decides she must lose four kilos on

Friday.
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exclamation mark. 
As you will see from the model below, the

position of the words and the size of the font are
also important. If you give this activity as
homework, you can ask the class to find suitable
images from the internet to make it more
interesting. NB At the time of going to press the
URL (website address) below was not in use.
However, new web addresses are constantly being
registered and it is very possible that this and other
similar internet addresses will be in use at the time
that teachers and students are doing this activity.

Writing model

8 HEALTH EDUCATION in English Page 53 SB

The text is a map of the world, annotated with
information about the global problem of obesity
clearly indicated regionally. 
8A As always with the cross-curricular activities, it

is good if there is someone in the class who can
offer some information because of their
specialised knowledge of a particular subject. In
this case, it is nutrition. How many students
know what calories are? Why are they
important? And what are the results of
malnutrition? What happens to someone,
especially a child, when they don’t get enough
to eat, and don’t eat the right things?

8B Comprehension questions.

more seriously. The instructions suggest that
the students discuss three questions in small
groups. Instead, you may want to do this as a
whole class activity.

6 CONTROVERSY See Role cards Page 63 WB

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. Groups of three work on this role
play activity. There are two role cards. One of the
characters is a student, the others are his / her
parents. The student is dieting and exercising to
make sure he / she doesn’t get fat. The parents are
worried about his / her behaviour.

This role play definitely needs a time-limit. We
suggest that you give each group of three just five
minutes to think about things they want to say,
and then ask for a volunteer trio to act the scene
out in front of the class. Stop the acting out when
you feel they are running out of ideas and ask if
there is another trio who would like to take over.

The thing to avoid in a role play like this is
silence! If one of the groups runs out of ideas after
just two or three minutes, then thank them and
move on to another. Keep it brisk and congratulate
everyone on their involvement, however long or
short it may be.

Even if you decided that the Unit as a whole
was not a problem for the class, you may feel that
this particular activity may not be suitable. We
fully understand if you feel that you want to skip
it, especially if you have students in the class who
suffer from eating disorders.

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING

The writing task is to produce an advertising
brochure for a new fitness club. This is one of the
most challenging writing tasks in the whole book,
although it is the kind of thing that students might
encounter in an examination.

The key requirements for the ‘copy’ (technical
term for the words that are used in the writing of
an advertisement) are outlined on the student’s
book page. The key to writing successful
advertising copy is making it leap off the page.
Certain words are very successful – words like new,
now, free, try, soon, especially when followed by an

NEW IN TOWN!

THE 

FAT-OR-FIT CLUB

JOIN NOW AND GET THE FIRST MONTH

FREE!
Call 9232 – 9943 or visit

www.fat-or-fitness.com

FAT OR FIT – IT’S YOUR CHOICE!

Key words / expressions

• burn off (calories)    • calories    

• equation    • hunger    •malnutrition
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9 YOUR TOPIC

Read the notes about this section in the
Introduction. This activity requires students to
conduct a class survey and then explain the results
of the survey to a partner. 
9A Technically, an activity like this can be a bit

chaotic, with people milling around the room.
If you have a large class, you may want to
restrict the movement of people by having
students only interview people on their side of
the room. It is also a problem to have everyone
asking and answering the same questions. But if
it works well, it is really worth it!

9B Students now have to present their findings to a
partner, who asks questions. The questioner is
directed to Language Bank 5, which offers
them strategies for asking for clarification. If
you wish, you can do this as a pair activity,
followed by whole class discussion, as follows:
Ask the students to work in pairs while they are
collating information. One student mingles
around collecting information and the other
stays at his / her desk collating it. This makes it
easier for people to do the interviewing;
otherwise everyone is moving around at the
same time!

10 Your answer:
And so we come back to The BIG question. As
always, we sub-divide the main question into three
more questions, which ask students to talk about
the situation in their own countries.

Workbook answers Pages 26-27 WB

1 Language: although, though, even though, in

spite of, despite
1A Alternatives are possible

1 Although I was very tired after work, I still
went swimming.

2 He works in a bakery. He never eats cakes,
though.

3 Even though he exercises, he doesn’t lose
much weight.

4 Although there are some excellent gyms near
me, I don’t use them.

5 Even though he was hungry, he (still) ate very
little food. 

1B Alternatives are possible
1 Despite having a large meal, I was still

hungry.
2 In spite of the fact that he was overweight, he

was still very attractive. 
3 Despite the cold weather, everyone had ice

cream.
4 In spite of losing six kilos, I’m still not happy

with my weight.
5 My boyfriend eats a lot of sweets in spite of

my advice not to do so.
1C Alternatives are possible

1 In spite of the fact that I was very tired after
work, I still went swimming.

2 Despite working in a bakery, he never eats
cakes.

3 In spite of the fact that he exercises, he
doesn’t lose much weight.

4 Despite the fact that there are some excellent
gyms near me, I don’t use them.

5 Despite being hungry, he (still) ate very little
food.

1D Students’ own answers

2 Use of English

2A Alternatives are possible
1 If we don’t start worrying about our weight,

we will have a serious problem.
2 People’s attitudes to keeping fit are affected

by the weather.
3 Houston is fat, but every other city is fat

too.
4 Most of us are using up fewer calories than

we are taking in.
2B 1 a    2 c    3 b    4 c    5 b    6 a    7 a    8 b

9 c    10 a

8 HEALTH EDUCATION in English B
Answers

1 Obesity is a worldwide phenomenon.
2 When you store more (or less) food energy than

your body needs. 
3 Students’ own answers
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3 Portfolio writing

Students’ own answers

4 Connections

4A Less than ideal weight: skinny, thin
Ideal weight: shapely, slim, slender, well-built 
More than ideal weight: fat, obese, chubby

4B starving, ravenous
4C Positive words: shapely, slender, starving,

ravenous
Negative words: skinny, thin, obese, chubby,
greedy, gluttonous
starving and ravenous – it’s OK to be hungry
greedy and gluttonous – it’s not OK to want to
eat all the time!
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